I. THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

A.T. Pickering Award — for excellence in Spanish
Katherine Elizabeth Ochs — of Georgia

Aiken Taylor Postgraduate Fellowship
Robert Addison Walker — of Alabama

Alex Shipley, Jr. Award — for distinction in Political Science during the senior year
Kiela Aileen Crabtree — of Tennessee

Allen Farmer Award — for outstanding senior leadership in Forestry, Geology, and Natural Resources
William Taliaferro Jenkins — of Georgia
Elise Marie Landreaux — of Louisiana

Andrew Nelson Lytle Award for Excellence in English
Megan Claire Hall — of Tennessee
Charlotte Whitcomb Salley — of Washington, D.C.

Andrew Nelson Lytle Award for Excellence in Southern Studies
Katherine Anne Lafferrandre — of Oklahoma
Robert Addison Walker — of Alabama

Award for Distinction in Art History
Elizabeth Cason Cowgill — of Virginia

Bain-Swiggett Prize — for poetry
Beatrice Clare Troxel — of Tennessee

Barron-Cravens Cup — for the outstanding male athlete
Brian Barrett Glatt — of Tennessee
**Bishop Juhan Award** — *for excellence in swimming*
- Charles Andrew Bocclair — of Missouri
- Brian Barrett Glatt — of Tennessee
- Laura Jean Murray — of Maryland

**Carey Fellows from the Babson Center for Global Commerce**
- Jeffrey Trey Byrd — of Tennessee
- Yue Liu — of China
- Amanda Gisselle Lopez Portillo — of Honduras
- Thabo Mubukwanu — of New York
- James Lowndes Robbins — of Florida
- Samuel Reed Taussig — of Maryland

**Charles Hammond Memorial Cup** — *for the male athlete who best exemplifies excellence in scholarship and leadership*
- Brandon Edward Miller — of Tennessee

**Clarence Day Community Service Award**
- Mary Elise Ottley — of Georgia
- Austen Elizabeth Zoutewelle — of North Carolina

**E.G. Richmond Prize in Social Sciences**
- James Joseph Szewczyk — of Pennsylvania

**Eugene Mark Kayden Prize in Economics**
- Bronte Marie Goodhue — of Tennessee

**Evelyn J. Mooney Award** — *for the outstanding female athlete*
- Bronte Marie Goodhue — of Tennessee

**Gilbert Gilchrist Memorial Music Award**
- William Hewlett Crabb — of Georgia

**Harry C. Yeatman Award in Biology**
- Angelica Esther De Freitas — of Virginia
- Callie Ashton Oldfield — of Tennessee

**Hugh Harris Caldwell, Jr. Award** — *for excellence in Philosophy*
- Nakeirah Tashiara Mathews Christie — of Colorado

**Isaac Marion Dwight Medal for Philosophical Greek**
- Richard McDaniel Culbertson — of South Carolina

**Jackson Cross Memorial Award** — *for outstanding performance in German*
- Rebecca Kirsten Manseau — of Georgia

**James Young Perry, Sr. C’18 Award** — *for the football player exhibiting exemplary character and sportsmanship*
- Tanner Lee Potts — of California
John Flynn Outstanding Female Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
   Mary Elise Ottley — of Georgia

John Flynn Outstanding Male Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
   Adrian Grant Goodson — of North Carolina

John McCrady Memorial Award — for excellence in Art
   Margaret Page McClain — of North Carolina

Judy Running Memorial Music Prize
   John Day Cochran — of Delaware
   Zackrey William Garner — of Tennessee

Leroy Environmental Service Award
   Elizabeth Rae Sega — of Ohio

Linda Wheat Grant in France
   Allison Laine Michalek — of Texas

Michaux Nash Award — for outstanding performance in men's track
   Zachary Robert Abeles — of Maryland

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship
   Brian Barrett Glatt — of Tennessee

Nicholas Barnet Gilliam, Jr. Award — for outstanding performance in Theatre
   Mary Catherine Morrison — of North Carolina

Robert Hooke Prize — for achievement in Mathematics
   Brandon Edward Miller — of Tennessee

Ruggles-Wright Prize in French
   Julia Gillespie Billings — of Washington, D.C.
   Georgia Le Conte Skerman — of South Carolina

Schauss Award — for achievement in Spanish
   Hannah Grace Fay — of Louisiana
   Steven David Thompson — of Tennessee

Shotwell Cup — for excellence in cross country
   Catherine Blake Hargrove — of Tennessee

Spencer-Slay Award — for outstanding performance in women's track
   Amy Michelle Nelson — of Tennessee

Susan Miller Selden Award
   Frank King Odom — of Mississippi
Tennessee Williams Award for Creative Writing
Megan Claire Hall — of Tennessee
Beatrice Clare Troxel — of Tennessee

Walter Guerry Green Medal for Latin
Richard McDaniel Culbertson — of South Carolina

William T. Allen Award — for excellence in Physics
Frank King Odom — of Mississippi

Phi Beta Kappa
Chase Benson Brantley
Nathaniel Seiya Chapman
John Robinson Colligan
Kiela Aileen Crabtree
Andrew Michael Domingoes
David Henry Evans
Sarah Elizabeth Fleming
Sarah Jessica Flowers
Alexandra Jeanette Friedl
Brian Barrett Glatt
Bronte Marie Goodhue
Emily Elizabeth Guest
Megan Claire Hall
Allison Lesley Horick
Randolph Scott Jackson III
Vivien Kis
Katherine Anne Lafferrandre
Yue Liu
Kausha Luana Luna
Rebecca Kirsten Manseau
Richard Carl Milby
Brandon Edward Miller
Shelby Erin Monahan
Amy Michelle Nelson
Katherine Elizabeth Ochs
Frank King Odom III
Mary Elizabeth Oglesby
Callie Ashton Oldfield
Willem Walker Peglau
Paniz Rezaeerod
Charlotte Whitcomb Salley
Rachel Lynn Schuman
Hali June Steinmann
James Joseph Szewczyk, Jr.
Peter Treutlen Thomas
Beatrice Clare Troxel
Robert Addison Walker
Kelsa Anne Warner
Emily Holland Williams

II. NATIONAL AWARDS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Fulbright English Teaching Assistant Fellowship to Russia
Dana Christian Huffer — of Kansas

Fulbright Research Fellowship to Germany
Rebecca Kirsten Manseau — of Georgia

Fulbright English Teaching Assistant Fellowship to Mongolia
Elhan Busuladzic — of Tennessee

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion
Taylor Renee Baird — of North Carolina
James Joseph Szewczyk — of Pennsylvania